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Summary 

In addition to the considerable efforts of the Government of Rwanda (GoR) and development 
partners, the current project proposal contributes in strengthening the health systems to efficiently and 
effectively serve everyone looking for the hospital healthcare in Rwanda. It builds on the norms of 
customer care that the Ministry of Health (MoH) has adopted to ensure that every client of the health 
services is satisfied with the way in which they are received and attended to in the process of care.  

This initiative of constructing the patient satisfaction composite index in Rwandan hospitals comes in 
when the MoH has implemented the policy of banning the phone use by healthcare providers at work 
in order to increase the performance, thereby improving the customer care. Furthermore, in line with 
the accountability, the GoR requires government officials to sign annual performance contracts 
commonly known as “imihigo”. Under imihigo contracts, the authorities in all levels commit themselves 
to achieve the pre-determined levels of the intended results.  
 
These good efforts mentioned above touch only the offer side of the healthcare provision and leave the 
demand side with the following unanswered question: “at what extent are patients satisfied with the 
healthcare services of different health providers”?  This is what the proposed project will try to answer 
through the construction of the patient satisfaction composite index.  

The immediate objective of this project is to stimulate the hospitals to improve the quality of their 
healthcare services by introducing an annually ranking system based on the level of satisfaction of the 
patients receiving those services. In the long run, the project is expected to: 

- improve the quality of the hospital healthcare services  
- increase the competitive environment that will force the hospitals to focus on patient 

satisfaction as a way to gain and maintain the market share 
- to increase the investment of time and other resources in problem identification and solving by 

the hospitals  
- to inform the hospital accreditation process and fund leveraging opportunities  
- to increase the investment in learning for decision making 
- to increase the accountability and customer care within hospitals 

 
The current project proposal outlines the statistical approach to go about the construction of the 
patient satisfaction composite index and highlights key implementation aspects that need to be 
considered for the success of the project. In that regards, the implementation of the pilot first year 
requires US Dollars 120,626. Considering the expected results stated above, I strongly believe that this 
project estimated cost is a worthwhile investment for the Government of Rwanda and/or its 
development partners. Furthermore, the project will need to be integrated in the operations of the 
Ministry of Health in order for the project to sustain in subsequent years.   
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About the Horizon of Excellence Ltd  

This project is the freelance initiative of the Horizon of Excellence (HOREX) Ltd, a research and training 
company legally registered in 2011 under Rwandan Company Law No. 07/2009 of 27/04/2009.   

It is mostly involved in capacity development activities for individuals and interested organizations 
(government entities, NGOs and various Community and faith based organizations such as churches 
and cooperatives) to access and make use of the competitive advantages, and to do their professional 
jobs in effective and efficient ways.   Those activities are grouped into four categories such as training, 
career center, and research and consulting: 

Training program:  the company is offering professional and comprehensive courses including 
entrepreneurship and innovation, data analysis, and monitoring and evaluation (M&E) courses. It also 
offers a special program for Non-Governmental Organizations and Community Based Organizations 
to build healthy organizations that are capable to compete for different donors’ funding. Furthermore, 
HOREX Ltd offers individual courses to improve individual computer language skills (Ms Excel and 
Word, Statistical tools such as Advanced Excel, SPSS, STATA, Epi Info, and R as well as Accounting 
packages such as QuickBooks.   

The training program is complemented by the Development forum offering a free discussion forum 
through its website www.horizon-excel.com. This aims at sharing knowledge and skills, professional 
information and experience.  

Career center: offering opportunities for students and job-seekers to learn about career options in a 
planned sequence of career education. The center assists students in their pursuit of internship and 
temporary non-paid employment aiming at acquiring professional experience, facilitate interaction 
between employers and students and provide a wide variety of programs to meet a range of career 
interests and needs. Those include seminars, workshops, career fairs, career link, and resource center. 

Research and consultancy: the company’s main business is to conduct performance, impact and 
efficiency (PIE) assessments and establish a resource center in these areas of interest. On consulting 
basis, it also offers management and financial services, professional and language trainings. While the 
research activities are described on the company website, the consultancy component is implemented 
through the major partner Borderless Consulting Network (BCN) Ltd, see www.bcn.co.rw    

More information about the Horizon of Excellence can be viewed through www.horizon-excel.com.   

The proposed Research/Project Manager is called Janvier Mwitirehe, the Charter Member of the 
Horizon of Excellence Ltd.  He holds an MPH1 Degree in Quantitative and Econometric Methods for 
Research in Health and background in Economics and Finance.  His resume is hereby attached. 
 
Janvier Mwitirehe is a freelance researcher in performance, impact and efficiency (PIE) evaluations. In 
this respect, he has published the following research papers: 

- Évaluation de l’Efficacité et Efficience du Système de Santé Rwandais: une Approche 
Économétrique de la Frontière Stochastique 

                                                           
1
 Master of Public Health  
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- Robust Impact Evaluation Experiments in Rwanda 

The abstracts of both papers can be viewed through the websites of Amazon and More books 
bookstores2.  

 

 

                                                           
2
 Or through the following link: 

http://int.search.tb.ask.com/search/GGmain.jhtml?searchfor=%22Robust+impact+evaluation+experiments%22+OR+%22Evaluat

ion+de+l%27efficacite+et+efficience+du+systeme+de+sante+rwandais%22&n=780c9a82&p2=%5EBBQ%5Efoxyyy%5EYYA

%5Erw&ptb=E13AB5C7-E4B1-4561-97E7-8F40BCD28A96&qs=&ss=sub&st=bar&tpr=sbt&ts=1502528350312 

http://int.search.tb.ask.com/search/GGmain.jhtml?searchfor=%22Robust+impact+evaluation+experiments%22+OR+%22Evaluation+de+l%27efficacite+et+efficience+du+systeme+de+sante+rwandais%22&n=780c9a82&p2=%5EBBQ%5Efoxyyy%5EYYA%5Erw&ptb=E13AB5C7-E4B1-4561-97E7-8F40BCD28A96&qs=&ss=sub&st=bar&tpr=sbt&ts=1502528350312
http://int.search.tb.ask.com/search/GGmain.jhtml?searchfor=%22Robust+impact+evaluation+experiments%22+OR+%22Evaluation+de+l%27efficacite+et+efficience+du+systeme+de+sante+rwandais%22&n=780c9a82&p2=%5EBBQ%5Efoxyyy%5EYYA%5Erw&ptb=E13AB5C7-E4B1-4561-97E7-8F40BCD28A96&qs=&ss=sub&st=bar&tpr=sbt&ts=1502528350312
http://int.search.tb.ask.com/search/GGmain.jhtml?searchfor=%22Robust+impact+evaluation+experiments%22+OR+%22Evaluation+de+l%27efficacite+et+efficience+du+systeme+de+sante+rwandais%22&n=780c9a82&p2=%5EBBQ%5Efoxyyy%5EYYA%5Erw&ptb=E13AB5C7-E4B1-4561-97E7-8F40BCD28A96&qs=&ss=sub&st=bar&tpr=sbt&ts=1502528350312

